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Cars drive down Saddle Road as Mauna Loa erupts in the distance, Monday, November 28,
2022, near Hilo, Hawaii. Mauna Loa, the world’s largest active volcano erupted Monday for the
first time in 38 years. | Photo Credit: AP

Lava is shooting 100 feet to 200 feet (30 to 60 meters) into the air as Hawaii's Mauna Loa, the
world's largest active volcano, erupts for the first time in nearly 40 years.

For now, lava is not threatening any homes or communities and no evacuation orders have been
issued. Lava could eventually reach neighbourhoods as it flows downhill though it could take a
week or more for molten rock to reach populated areas.

Mauna Loa is spewing sulfur dioxide and other volcanic gases. They form volcanic smog, or
vog, when they mix with vapor, oxygen and dust in sunlight. As a result, state health officials are
urging people to cut back on outdoor exercise and other activities that cause heavy breathing.

Mauna Loa last erupted in 1984. Its smaller, more active neighbour, Kilauea volcano, has been
erupting continuously for more than a year since September 2021.

Mauna Loa is one of five volcanoes that together make up the Big Island of Hawaii, which is the
southernmost island in the Hawaiian archipelago. It's not the tallest (that title goes to Mauna
Kea) but it's the largest and makes up about half of the island's land mass.

It sits immediately north of Kilauea volcano, which is well-known for a 2018 eruption that
destroyed 700 homes and sent rivers of lava spreading across farms and into the ocean.

Mauna Loa last erupted 38 years ago. The current eruption is its 34th since written history
began in 1843.

The Big Island is mostly rural and hosts cattle ranches and coffee farms but it is also home to a
few small cities, including the county seat of Hilo, which has a population of 45,000.

It's about 200 miles (320 kilometers) south of Hawaii's most populous island, Oahu, where the
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state capital, Honolulu, and beach resort Waikiki are both located.

Mauna Loa’s volume is estimated to be at least 18,000 square miles (75,000 square kilometers),
making it the world’s largest volcano when measured from the ocean floor to its summit.

The eruption began Sunday night at its summit after a series of large earthquakes. It then
spread to vents that formed in a rift zone where the mountain is splitting apart and it’s easier for
magma to emerge.

These vents are on the mountain's northeast side and lava emerging there could head toward
Hilo, which is on the east side of the island.

Ken Hon, scientist-in-charge at the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, said he doesn't expect
additional vents to form on the volcano's southwest rift zone during this eruption. That means
communities to the west would be spared lava flows this time.

Mauna Loa also erupted from the northeast in 1984. That time, lava headed toward Hilo but
stopped a few miles short of the city.

Historically, each Mauna Loa eruption has lasted a few weeks. Hon expects the current eruption
to follow this pattern.

Mauna Loa is not exploding like Washington state's Mount St. Helens did in 1980, killing 57
people. That eruption sent ash soaring over 80,000 feet (24,384 meters) and raining down as far
as 250 miles (400 kilometers) away.

The magma in Mount St. Helens tends to be stickier and traps more gas, making it much more
likely to explode when it rises. It's of a variety called composite volcanoes, which form concave
cones.

Mauna Loa's magma tends to be hotter, drier and more fluid. That allows the magma's gas to
escape and lava to flow down the side the volcano the way it is starting to do now. Mauna Loa is
a shield volcano, named because the long, broad flanks built by repeated lava flows give it the
appearance of a warrior's shield.

In 1989, Alaska's Redoubt Volcano, another composite volcano, belched an 8-mile cloud of ash
that clogged all four engines of a KLM Royal Dutch Airlines jet. The plane fell 13,000 feet before
all engines restarted and the plane landed without injury to the 245 people aboard.

Mauna Loa released some ash this time but on a vastly smaller scale than these examples from
composite volcanoes.

-Lava: Molten rock could cover houses, farms or neighbourhoods, depending on where it flows.
But lava from the northeast rift zone will likely take at least a week to reach populated areas,
allowing people time to evacuate if needed.

-Volcanic gas: Mauna Loa is releasing volcanic gases, mostly sulfur dioxide. The gases are
present in their highest concentrations in the immediate area around the summit crater or vents.
But they also combine with other particles to form vog, which can spread across the Big Island
and even waft over to the state's other islands.

Vog can give healthy people burning eyes, headaches and sore throats. It can send those with
asthma or other respiratory problems to the hospital.
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-Glass particles: When hot lava erupts from a fissure and rapidly cools, it forms glass particles
named “Pele's hair” and “Pele's tears” after the Hawaiian goddess of volcanoes.

The particles tend not to travel far from volcanic vents — maybe only a few hundred yards or a
mile — and won't threaten many people, said Aaron Pietruszka, an associate specialist at the
University of Hawaii’s Department of Earth Sciences.

“It just literally looks like hair strands. And that’s where the fluid lava is stretched by the wind to
make long, thin strands,” said Pietruszka.

The glass bits — as short as a few millimeters or as long as a few inches — can be sharp.

“You wouldn’t want to be digging your hands in it because you could get a cut,” Pietruszka said.

An N95 or KF94 mask would protect against these glass particles but not against volcanic gas,
said Dr. Libby Char, the director of the state Department of Health.

“Pele's hair” specimens from Kilauea volcano’s eruption are visible at Hawaii Volcanoes National
Park.

Mauna Loa released about 15,000 tons of carbon dioxide per day during its 1984 eruption,
according to USGS data.

That's equivalent to the annual emissions from 2,400 sport utility vehicles.

Scientists say all of Earth’s volcanoes combined emit less than one percent of the carbon
dioxide that humans produce each year.
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People gather to observe the eruption of the Mauna Loa Volcano in Hawaii. | Photo Credit:
Reuters

Prayer. Bombs. Walls. Over the decades, people have tried all of them to stanch the flow of lava
from Hawaii's volcanoes as it lumbered toward roads, homes and infrastructure.

Now Mauna Loa — the world's largest active volcano — is erupting again, and lava is slowly
approaching a major thoroughfare connecting the Big Island's east and west sides. And once
more, people are asking if anything can be done to stop or divert the flow.

"It comes up every time there’s an eruption and there’s lava heading towards habited areas or
highways. Some people say, ‘Build a wall’ or ‘Board up,’ and other people say, ‘No don’t!’” said
Scott Rowland, a geologist at the University of Hawaii.

Humans have rarely had much success stopping lava and, despite the world’s technological
advances, doing so is still difficult and dependent on the force of the flow and the terrain. But
many in Hawaii also question the wisdom of interfering with nature and Pele, the Hawaiian deity
of volcanoes and fire.

Attempts to divert lava have a long history in Hawaii.

In 1881, the governor of Hawaii Island declared a day of prayer to stop lava from Mauna Loa as
it headed for Hilo. The lava kept coming.

According to the U.S. Geological Survey, Princess Regent Lili'uokalani and her department
heads went to Hilo and considered ways to save the town. They developed plans to build
barriers to divert the flow and place dynamite along a lava tube to drain the molten rock supply.

Princess Ruth Ke'eliklani approached the flow, offered brandy and red scarves and chanted,
asking Pele to stop the flow and go home. The flow stopped before the barriers were built.

Lava flows down the mountain from the Mauna Loa eruption, near Hilo, Hawaii. | Photo Credit:
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More than 50 years later, Thomas A. Jaggar, the founder of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory,
asked U.S. Army Air Services to send planes to bomb a Mauna Loa vent to disrupt lava
channels.

Lt. Col. George S. Patton (who later became famous as a general in Europe during World War
II) directed planes to drop 20 600-pound (272-kilogram) demolition bombs, according to a
National Park Service account of the campaign. The bombs each had 355 pounds (161
kilograms) of TNT. The planes also dropped 20 smaller bombs that only had black powder
charge.

Jagger said the bombing helped to “hasten the end of the flow,” but Howard Stearns, a U.S.
Geological Survey geologist onboard the last bombing run, was doubtful. In his 1983
autobiography, he wrote: “I am sure it was a coincidence.”

According to the park service, geologists today also are doubtful the bombing stopped the lava
flow, which didn’t end with the bombing. Instead, the flows waned over the next few days and
didn’t change paths.

Rowland said authorities could use a bulldozer to pile a big berm of broken rock in front of
Daniel K. Inouye Highway. If the terrain is flat, then lava would pile up behind the wall. But the
lava may flow over it, like it did when something similar was attempted in Kapoho town in 1960.

Also Read | Hawaii volcano Muana Lao, the world’s largest, erupts for the first time in 40
years

Rapidly moving lava flows, like those from Kilauea volcano in 2018, would be more difficult to
stop, he said.

“It would have been really hard to build the walls fast enough for them. And they were heading
towards groups of homes. And so you would perhaps be sacrificing some homes for others,
which would just be a legal mess,” he said.

He said he believes most people in Hawaii wouldn’t want to build a wall to protect the highway
because it would “mess with Pele.”

If lava crosses the highway, Rowland said officials could rebuild that section of the road like they
did in 2018 when different routes were covered.

Hawaii County’s director of civil defense, Talmadge Magno, said Wednesday the county has no
current plans to try to divert the flow, though he has had some discussions about it.

Hawaii Gov. David Ige, who was governor during the 2018 Kilauea eruption, told reporters his
experience showed him it's not possible to overcome nature and Pele.

Thinking you should physically divert lava is a Western idea rooted in the notion that humans
have to control everything, said Kealoha Pisciotta, a Native Hawaiian cultural practitioner. She
said people need to adjust to the lava, not the other way around.

“We are not separate from nature," she said. “We are a part of nature.”
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Weather update: Several states are likely to witness very heavy rainfall for the next couple of
days under the influence of cyclonic storm Mandous.

As Cyclone Mandous over the southwest and adjoining southeast Bay of Bengal intensified, the
India Meteorological Department (IMD) on Thursday issued a heavy rainfall alert for north Tamil
Nadu, Puducherry, and south Andhra Pradesh coasts.

Taking to Twitter, the weather forecasting agency said, "Deep Depression over Southwest and
adjoining Southeast Bay of Bengal intensified into a Cyclonic Storm "Mandous" pronounced as
"Man-Dous" (Cyclone Alert for north Tamil Nadu, Puducherry, and south Andhra Pradesh
coasts): Yellow Message."

Deep Depression over Southwest and adjoining Southeast Bay of Bengal intensified into a
Cyclonic Storm “Mandous pronounced as “Man-Dous (Cyclone Alert for north Tamilnadu,
Puducherry and south Andhra Pradesh coasts): Yellow Message. pic.twitter.com/myeuUnZ1if

The weather office, in its daily bulletin, had earlier said that it is very likely to move west-
northwestwards and intensify gradually into a Cyclonic Storm around the 07th December
evening and reach the Southwest Bay of Bengal off north Tamil Nadu, Puducherry & adjoining
south Andhra Pradesh coasts by 08th December morning.

"It will continue to move west-northwestwards and cross north Tamilnadu, Puducherry, and
adjoining south Andhra Pradesh coast between Puducherry and Sriharikota with a maximum
sustained wind speed of 65.75 kmph gusting to in kmph around early hours of December 10,"
the IMD had said.

According to the weather forecasting agency, several states are likely to witness very heavy
rainfall for the next couple of days under the influence of cyclonic storm Mandous.

The IMD stated that light to moderate rainfall at most places with heavy to very heavy falls at
isolated places very likely over coastal Tamil Nadu, Puducherry, and Karaikal and isolated
heavy rainfall over adjoining areas of south coastal Andhra Pradesh and Rayalaseema, today,
Thursday.

The rainfall activities are likely to reduce thereafter. However, some areas in Tamil Nadu,
Puducherry, and Andhra Pradesh will likely witness heavy rains on December 10. Squally winds
are predicted for Tamilnadu, Puducherry, and south Andhra Pradesh till December 10, as per
ANI reports.

1) Fishermen are advised not to venture into the Southeast Bay of Bengal during these days,
along and off the Sri Lanka coast. 

2) Puducherry Chief Minister N Rangaswamy has also held a review meeting of the Puducherry
Disaster Management Authority, in view of the heavy rainfall alert. The National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF) team is also on alert and ready to tackle any situation, according to
ANI reports. 

4) Sandeep Kumar, Commander, and Sub-Inspector, 4 battalions, NDRF Arakkonam said, "Our

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/cyclone-mandous-intensifies-in-bay-of-bengal-likely-to-reach-tamil-nadu-andhra-pradesh-tomorrow-10-updates-11670407292299.html
https://t.co/myeuUnZ1if
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/cyclone-mandous-chennai-cyclone-update-cyclone-likely-to-form-over-bay-of-bengal-heavy-rains-in-tamil-nadu-11670301093908.html
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team is ready with all kinds of equipment. Our team members are trained in their areas.
Whenever we get a call for help, we'll immediately rush to the spot."

5) The Andhra Pradesh's Chittoor District Collector Y Harinarayanan has ordered the district and
Mandal level officials of all departments to be vigilant and make advance arrangements for relief
operations in the wake of Cyclone Mandus for four days from December 8 to 11.

6) A review was also conducted on Wednesday on the advance arrangements for relief
measures to be taken in the wake of Cyclone Mandus through a video conference from the
district secretariat.

7) Chittoor District Collector said that as a part of identifying the rehabilitation centers first and
arranging minimum facilities for them, they want to make available those who take midday meals
in schools and make essential commodities available for meal arrangements.

 

(With ANI inputs)
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That Cyclone Mandous, which had its landfall near Mamallapuram, near Chennai, in the early
hours of Saturday, did not cause much damage has come as a huge relief to the people of Tamil
Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. At one stage, it was expected to develop into a “severe cyclonic
storm”, but did not gain much strength. Called a “textbook cyclone”, the storm, as predicted by
the India Meteorological Department, crossed the coast with all the attendant features, to the
satisfaction of professional meteorologists. Though Cyclone Mandous was similar to Cyclone
Vardah which made landfall in Chennai in mid-December 2016, this event dumped heavy rainfall
that was far more than what occurred under Vardah. This time, not only parts of north Tamil
Nadu but also areas in neighbouring Andhra Pradesh experienced heavy rainfall. For instance,
Vembakkam in Tiruvannamalai district of Tamil Nadu and Srikalahasti in Tirupati district of
Andhra Pradesh bore the brunt, recording rainfall of 25 cm and 23 cm, respectively, during the
24-hour-period that ended at 8.30 a.m. on Saturday. But more noteworthy was the way the
official machinery in Tamil Nadu steered the disaster management system. Despite the cyclone
crossing the coast at almost midnight and causing a number of trees and structures to fall, the
response of the administration was swift and the common man’s life hardly disrupted. Five lives
were lost, a count much lower than during disasters of a similar magnitude.

After drawing flak in November 2021, and, subsequently, when Chennai and its vicinity
experienced inundation following spells of heavy rain, the Tamil Nadu government has been
paying greater attention this time to improving the storm-water drain network and such other
works. Though one of the reasons cited for many areas being spared of flooding was that the
core parts of the city did not receive as much rain as the interior parts of north Tamil Nadu, the
State government’s coordination with the Meteorological Department and its preparedness in
tackling the post-landfall situation made a difference to the situation this time. Otherwise, as in
the past, citizens would have suffered even in light rain. Technology too, both in terms of
forecast and information dissemination, has been playing a key role. The authorities, i.e., the
State government and the Meteorological department, should continuously work to improve their
ways of functioning, making use of technology, and helping people to be ready to face a natural
disaster of this nature or even of greater strength. Ideally, the official machinery should set a
goal of ensuring no loss to life. Such a task would not be impossible, given the availability of
resources, both hardware and software, and empirical data on cyclones and severe cyclones

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/meticulous-planning-team-work-and-state-government-support-helped-tackle-cyclone-mandous-in-chennai/article66252135.ece
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crossing the coast of Tamil Nadu.
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FROM SECOND LARGEST PRODUCER OF STEEL,
INDIA NEEDS TO EMERGE AS RESPONSIBLE
PRODUCER OF STEEL, SAYS SHRI JYOTIRADITYA
SCINDIA

Relevant for: Geography | Topic: Distribution of key Natural Resources - Mineral & Oil Resources of India

The Union Minister of Steel and Civil Aviation, Shri Jyotiraditya M. Scindia on Tuesday urged the
Indian steel industry to move towards green and low carbon emitting production processes.
Speaking at the launch of Kalyani Group's first green steel brand 'Kalyani FeRRESTA' in New
Delhi, the hon’ble minister emphasized on the growing role of steel as the foundational force for
the development of a nation.

Minister Scindia added that as the fifth largest economy and second largest producer of steel,
India needs to also become a responsible and sustainable producer of steel. Talking about the
enhanced consumption and production capacities of the nation, the minister said that “We have
ambitious expansion plans of doubling our production capacity by 2030 from the current level of
154 MT to 300 MT, as also envisaged in National Steel Policy 2017”. He said that therefore
there is a need to strike a balance between Steel Industry’s ambitious capacity enhancement
targets and work towards Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of achieving net zero target by
2070.

He also shared that through strategic policy interventions, the government has resolved to bring
down carbon emissions by 2030 and strengthen the country's commitment towards producing
green steel. He said that the government and other stakeholders need to work together to
decarbonise the industry by ensuring increased use of renewable energy, efficient raw materials
like scrap and pellets, best available technologies and green hydrogen. He added that together
the industry needs to move from fossil fuel intensive BF-BOF (Blast Furnace – Basic Oxygen
Furnace) route and Coal-based DRI-EAF/IF (Direct Reduced Iron-Electric Arc Furnace/Induction
Furnace) to gas-based DRI-EAF to ensure a successful transition to green steel.

The Minister also talked about mandating steel producers of the nation to dedicate a percentage
of their production to making green steel and ensuring greater usage and promotion of the same
in government projects.

Talking about the initiative by the Kalyani Group, the Hon’ble minister said that,  “Initiatives like
the one taken by the Kalyani Group will help transform the steel sector’s long-standing identity
as a carbon emitting “hard to abate sector”, to a reduced carbon emitting-green steel -producing
industry.”

The occasion was graced by the presence of Additional Secretary, Ministry of Steel, Ms.
Ruchika Chaudhry Govil and other senior dignitaries of the Ministry and the fraternity.
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The Union Minister of Steel and Civil Aviation, Shri Jyotiraditya M. Scindia on Tuesday urged the
Indian steel industry to move towards green and low carbon emitting production processes.
Speaking at the launch of Kalyani Group's first green steel brand 'Kalyani FeRRESTA' in New
Delhi, the hon’ble minister emphasized on the growing role of steel as the foundational force for
the development of a nation.

Minister Scindia added that as the fifth largest economy and second largest producer of steel,
India needs to also become a responsible and sustainable producer of steel. Talking about the
enhanced consumption and production capacities of the nation, the minister said that “We have
ambitious expansion plans of doubling our production capacity by 2030 from the current level of
154 MT to 300 MT, as also envisaged in National Steel Policy 2017”. He said that therefore
there is a need to strike a balance between Steel Industry’s ambitious capacity enhancement
targets and work towards Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of achieving net zero target by
2070.

He also shared that through strategic policy interventions, the government has resolved to bring
down carbon emissions by 2030 and strengthen the country's commitment towards producing
green steel. He said that the government and other stakeholders need to work together to
decarbonise the industry by ensuring increased use of renewable energy, efficient raw materials
like scrap and pellets, best available technologies and green hydrogen. He added that together
the industry needs to move from fossil fuel intensive BF-BOF (Blast Furnace – Basic Oxygen
Furnace) route and Coal-based DRI-EAF/IF (Direct Reduced Iron-Electric Arc Furnace/Induction
Furnace) to gas-based DRI-EAF to ensure a successful transition to green steel.

The Minister also talked about mandating steel producers of the nation to dedicate a percentage
of their production to making green steel and ensuring greater usage and promotion of the same
in government projects.

Talking about the initiative by the Kalyani Group, the Hon’ble minister said that,  “Initiatives like
the one taken by the Kalyani Group will help transform the steel sector’s long-standing identity
as a carbon emitting “hard to abate sector”, to a reduced carbon emitting-green steel -producing
industry.”

The occasion was graced by the presence of Additional Secretary, Ministry of Steel, Ms.
Ruchika Chaudhry Govil and other senior dignitaries of the Ministry and the fraternity.
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KHANIJ BIDESH INDIA LIMITED (KABIL), MINISTRY OF
MINES EFFORTS TO SOURCE STRATEGIC MINERALS
FROM ARGENTINA, AUSTRALIA AND CHILE

Relevant for: Geography | Topic: Distribution of key Natural Resources - Mineral & Oil Resources of India

Khanij Bidesh India Limited (KABIL) under the Ministry of Mines, expressed interest to
partner with CAMYEN, Argentina recently for prospecting two areas identified with the
objective of establishing projects for extraction of lithium in due course of time. KABIL has
signed three MoUs with JEMSE, CAMYEN and YPF (Govt. Companies of Argentina) in
July – Sep, 2020 to explore sourcing of lithium and other mineral assets in Argentina.

During October this year CAMYEN, Argentina through Indian Embassy at Buenos Aires,
shared information regarding two prospective lithium projects in la Aguada and El Indio in
Catamarca, Argentina. KABIL is also in the process of pursuing joint lithium mining projects
in Chile.

Memorandum of understanding (MOU) with detailed collaborative framework was signed in
 March, 2022 between KABIL, India and Critical Mineral Office (CMO), Department of
Industry, Science and Resources (DISER), Govt. of Australia for carrying out joint due
diligence and further joint investment in Li & Co mineral assets of Australia.

A Joint Venture Company among NALCO, HCL and MECL named Khanij Bidesh India
Limited (KABIL) was formed in 2019 for sourcing strategic minerals like lithium and cobalt
from overseas locations.
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